OILDEX’S GAS PLANT DATA EXCHANGE PROVIDES GAS PLANT STATEMENT DATA FROM QUORUM’S TIPS SYSTEM THROUGH A STANDARD ELECTRONIC FORMAT BETWEEN A MIDSTREAM GAS PROCESSOR (PUBLISHER) AND AN UPSTREAM GAS PRODUCER (SUBSCRIBER).

REVOLUTIONIZING THE EXCHANGE & ENTRY OF GAS PLANT STATEMENTS

- Do you receive gas plant statements from processors?
- Are you manually entering hundreds or thousands of gas plant statements every month?
- Are you running a data scraper to pull information off PDF gas plant statements?

With Oildex’s Gas Plant Data Exchange you can improve your operational efficiency and provide better visibility into gas plant revenue. Oildex has applied our core competency of oil and gas specific data exchange to Gas Plant statements by partnering with Quorum Business Solutions, the leader in gas processing software (TIPS®) generating gas plant statements. Oildex’s Gas Plant Data Exchange will bring better efficiency and visibility to upstream gas producers who are entering gas production information into their ERP systems.
SOX Compliance. For nine consecutive years, Oildex has invested in an SSAE 16 SOC 1 Type II report which means we have continually completed the audit required by banks and large, publicly traded companies to assure necessary transparency into operational controls and procedures. With Oildex, it’s easy to trust our financial data.

IMPROVED OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Gas Plant Data Exchange provides huge cost savings, removing manual entry of gas plant statements into ERP Systems

- Central location for multiple processors’ gas plant statement received in the same data format
- Clean, consistent data means no time and resources spent reviewing errors or discrepancies
- Storage of historical data within Oildex

BETTER VISIBILITY & MORE PROFITABLE BUSINESS RELATIONS
By reducing processing time, companies will now have better visibility into revenue streams and improve the relations between upstream and midstream partners

- Ability to make well-informed decisions with timely access to essential business data (monthly, weekly, daily or real-time)
- Increase visibility into operations with automatic import of component level detail and mole percentage (XML, CSV or Excel)

LEVERAGE OILDEX’S GAS PLANT DATA EXCHANGE TO INCREASE YOUR OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY, IMPROVE VISIBILITY AND DRIVE PROFITABILITY.

ABOUT OILDEX
Oildex provides supply chain automation solutions for oil and gas companies. Services include: digital and scanned invoice processing (OpenInvoice™), owner relations web portals, royalty check stub detail and reporting (CDEX), joint interest bill processing (JIB), crude oil data exchange (CODE), gas plant document exchange and much more. Oildex is a privately held company backed by Accel-KKR and is headquartered in Denver, Colorado with offices in Houston, TX and Calgary, Canada.